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“THE SEA RANCH 50TH BIRTHDAY”
We are commemorating our 50th birthday, which is almost
always “one of the big ones,” by recognizing 50 years of
dedication by Sea Ranchers to the preservation of our unique
community on the northern Sonoma Coast. As Sea Ranchers
we affirm our dedication to The Sea Ranch Vision and our
pledge to continue this legacy far into the future.
While there is plenty to be proud of, this will also be a time
to look more deeply into how we got here, as well as to
examine where we should be going and how. There are so
many and diverse areas to consider, that rather than marking
this significant birthday on one single day, an entire year is
appropriate to encompass a better understanding of what we
do best – live lightly with the land, in consonance with each
other and our neighbors.
From Memorial Day Weekend of 2014 through Memorial
Day Weekend of 2015, Sea Ranchers, renters, our guests, and
sometimes our friends and neighbors from other communities,
will join to share what we have all learned, what we still need to
understand, and to further nurture the accomplishments across
lot lines and county lines. We will explore the history, the
architecture, the environment, and the culture of The Sea
Ranch, but perhaps more importantly, we will be celebrating
our life in this beautiful coastal environment because we will
have fun together too. Then, upon the conclusion of our
anniversary year, we will get on with the business of keeping
our dream and reality of The Sea Ranch alive for the next 50
years and beyond.
Congratulations Sea Ranch on 50 years, and we are still
making waves!
Frank Bell, Community Manager

WHO MAY ATTEND WHICH EVENTS?
The Sea Ranch is a private community association. Only
members, their invited guests, and long-term or vacation
renters are allowed access and use of our trails, commons,
roads, and facilities. As Sea Ranchers, we recognize that we
are dependent upon our neighborhood communities for our
health services, pharmacy, newspaper, art center, groceries,
gasoline, culture, a variety of restaurants, and, not least,
friendships. Our neighbors, in turn, deserve our involvement
and support. A central goal of The Sea Ranch 50th Birthday is
to build more bridges between us and our neighbors during this
special year.
In this guide, each of the forty-eight events is described
including who may participate. The events that cannot be open
to the public are identified as “Private” which means for “Sea
Ranchers, Renters, & Invited Guests.” Events that welcome
everyone are simply described as “Public.” Currently, half the
events welcome the public, while half must be private.
Note: A number of events that began Memorial Day Week
2014 are ongoing throughout the birthday year.
Private = Sea Ranchers, Renters, & Invited Guests
Public = Sea Ranchers, Renters, Invited Guests,
& the Public

THE SEA RANCH VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND BBQ
ONE-EYED JACK’S
MAY 25, 2014, 12 NOON-3 PM
Public
This picnic is an annual tradition, a time to meet neighbors, to
enjoy a home-style barbeque, and to raise money to support
our volunteer fire department, an institution that is so vital to
living here. And, please stop by our 50th Birthday booth to pick
up the latest information on the celebration events.
SEA RANCH BINGO
LAUNCHES MAY 25, 2014
ONGOING THROUGHOUT THE BIRTHDAY YEAR, Private
The Website Committee invites you to get to know our
wonderful community even better by playing fun, challenging
Sea Ranch Bingo. You ‘win’ when you complete a line of
squares representing various activities such as “Take a Hike
on the Salal Trail” or “Have a picnic at One-Eyed Jacks.”
Different cards for kids and adults will be available on the
Association website and at The Sea Ranch Association Office.
Play for the glory (and a small prize). Pick up your first bingo
card at TSRVFD Memorial Day Picnic.
Thanks to The Sea Ranch 50th Birthday Committee for
their generous support of this event.

THE SEA RANCH AUDIO WALKING TOUR:
ARCHITECTURE, LANDSCAPE, INTENTIONS
LAUNCHED MAY 25, 2014 and ONGOING
Segments on Lodge and Public Access Trails are open to the Public
TSR roads and trails are open to members and guests of members
and the Lodge or by appointment for a docent-guided visit.
This splendid self-guided Audio Walking Tour explores elements of the
first area developed at The Sea Ranch with one of the founding Sea
Ranch architects, Donlyn Lyndon. The tour will include views and
discussions of Condominium One (now on the National Register of
Historic Places), the Hedgerow Houses, the iconic Sea Ranch
Meadow, The Sea Ranch Store and its expansion into the Lodge, and
Moonraker Recreation Center. Experience views from the bluff top trail,
and observe how buildings relate to the land, the signature hedgerows,
meadows and forested slopes that define The Sea Ranch. Enjoy this
rare privilege of listening to a recording of Lyndon’s insights about
architecture and planning as you walk the area, by simply downloading
his commentary from TSR website on your smart phone.
Docents will be available by appointment to lead the public on
Sea Ranch roads and trails along this tour route. Without an
appointment, the public can enjoy the web recording and related
illustrations as they walk the Sea Ranch Lodge and Public Access
trails.
Thanks to The Sea Ranch Foundation, their donors and The Sea
Ranch 50th Birthday Committee for their generous support of this
event, and to The Sea Ranch Lodge for use of their trails.

THE SEA RANCH BOOK LIST
LAUNCHED ON TSR WEBSITE, MAY 25, 2014 and ONGOING
Public
Learn more about The Sea Ranch. Read. An updated list of books
about TSR will be available free at The 50th Birthday Booth at TSR
Volunteer Fire Department Memorial Day Weekend BBQ on May
25, 2014. The list is also accessible from TSRA website.

HISTORIC MARKERS
LAUNCHED MAY 25, 2014 and ONGOING
On TSR Property: Private
On Sea Ranch Lodge and Public Access Trails: Public
The Sea Ranch Archives Committee has identified twenty-five
historic sites scattered about The Sea Ranch. They have
constructed trail markers with information explaining the
significance of each place. More extensive descriptions will also be
accessed with a smart phone using the QR code on each marker.
A detailed brochure will be available for sale to Sea Ranchers
and renters at TSRA office. Soon, TSR Trail Maps will include the
markers. A second brochure with information only on the nine
markers along the public access trail on the north end of The Sea
Ranch will be offered for sale to the public at Gualala Point
Regional Park, the Sea Ranch Lodge, and Four-Eyed Frog
Bookstore, Gualala.
Thanks to The Sea Ranch Foundation for its generous
support of this event.
BULLETIN BLASTS FROM THE PAST
LAUNCHES MAY 25, 2014
THROUGHOUT THE BIRTHDAY YEAR
Private: Sea Ranch Members
What do Sea Ranch Bulletins of the past reveal about the issues,
controversies, people and events that helped shape The Sea
Ranch? What were Sea Ranchers concerned about in August
1968, when the first issue of the Bulletin was printed? How have
things changed and how have they remained the same? Join the
Communication Committee in each issue of the Bulletin for a trip
down memory lane to recall some memorable moments in Sea
Ranch history. There will also be articles of historical interest in
each issue of Soundings, the quarterly publication written and
edited by Sea Ranch members.

50 – 50 HIKE
LAUNCHED MAY 25, 2014
ONGOING THROUGHOUT THE BIRTHDAY YEAR Private
The Trails Committee invites Sea Ranch members and staff to
walk all fifty miles of The Sea Ranch trails system during the 50th
Birthday year. Keep track of all the trails you hike by highlighting
them on a Sea Ranch Trails Map. Those who complete the fifty
miles will receive a pin, a certificate, and mention in the Bulletin,
Soundings, and the ICO. This will also be the kickoff for a Trails
Committee program where if one walks all the trails in whatever
amount of time it takes (i.e. five years), you will receive a pin,
certificate, and your name in the Bulletin.
PLANNING AND STEWARDING THE SEA RANCH COMMONS
DATES AND LOCATIONS TO BE ANNOUNCED Private
Throughout the Birthday Celebration year the Commons
Landscape Committee will be conducting workshops to prepare
management plans for all of The Sea Ranch Commons and
organizing monthly Stewardship projects to involve members
directly in the care of the Commons.
Stewardship projects take place on the mornings of the first
Saturday of each month. Dates and locations are posted on the
TSRA website, as are the dates, times, and locations for CLC
workshops. During the birthday celebration year these will be
concerned with plans for areas near the Knipp-Stengel Barn.
Workshops are neighborhood-based but are always open to all
members.
These workshops include a review of the principles guiding
the work, the assumptions that are made regarding working
process and implementation, landscape analysis of the area being
studied, and group discussion. Illustrations from the area plans
will be posted on the website. A special session will be held in the
winter to summarize the work that has been done to date.

Come by and participate in charting the future of TSR
Commons, or join in one of the monthly stewardship projects and
help make it happen!
HISTORIC MARKER RIBBON CUTTING AND PRESENTATION:
CELEBRATING OUR RICH HISTORICAL PAST
DEL MAR SCHOOLHOUSE, JUNE 7, 2014, 1-3 PM Public
This is the formal unveiling of the Archives Committee’s Historic
Marker project, with an introduction and presentation by
Committee Member Harry Lindstrom, including a tour of the Del
Mar Schoolhouse. Exhibits will be set up in the Schoolhouse, and
refreshments will be served outside the Schoolhouse.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION ON THE SEA RANCH
A SEA RANCH FORUM
DEL MAR HALL, JUNE 7, 2014, 3-5 PM Public
As part of its schedule of monthly Sea Ranch Forums, the Forum
Committee plans to present several forums during TSR’s 50th
Birthday year which highlight different aspects of life at TSR,
ranging from its unique geology and natural history to its innovative
founding concepts and iconic architecture.
SPRING NATIVE PLANT GARDEN PARTY
NATIVE PLANT DEMONSTRATION GARDEN
JUNE 14, 2014, 1-4 PM Private
Members of the Native Plant Committee, headed by professional
designer and landscape contractor Scott Graf, will be here to
advise and inspire you with the perfect native plants for your
landscape. Wine and cheese will be served. Decorative hat attire
is suggested with a contest to determine the most inspired hat.
Everyone will be a winner, leaving with a native plant for your Sea
Ranch home.

TOUR OF THE SOLAR PROJECT
THE SEA RANCH ASSOCIATION OFFICE
JUNE 21, 2014
ONE TOUR AT 12 NOON & THE SECOND AT 1 PM Public
The Sea Ranch Solar Array Task Force will host tours of our
environmentally friendly generation of electricity with our
photovoltaic system. See how it works!
CELEBRATE OUR COAST ON THE BLUFF
CALIFORNIA COASTAL NATIONAL MONUMENT
JUNE 22, 2014, 10-1 PM Public
Our local Stewardship Task Force for the CCNM will host nature
viewing events at sites along the Bluff Trail. A Stewardship Task
Force member will be waiting for you at the Bluff Trail out from
each of several of the public access sites to provide natural history
information appropriate for that site. At Stengel Beach (the public
can park and walk from the Coastal Access lot on Hwy 1 just north
of the White Barn), we will talk about harbor seals; at Black Point
(the public can park and walk from the Coastal Access lot on Hwy
1 just north of the Lodge), there will be information about tidal and
near-shore marine life; at Gualala Point Island (the public can park
at Gualala Point Regional Park and walk south along the Bluff
Trail), scopes will be set up for viewing more nesting seabirds. Sea
Ranch pass holders can park and walk from Brigantine, Wild Iris,
and Rock Cod or Broad Reach to those sites.
Please drop by to learn more about this amazing coast.
PÉTANQUE TOURNAMENT
ONE-EYED JACK’S, JUNE 28, 2014, 10-1 Private
The Redwood Coast Pétanque Club invites you to watch our
annual tournament (for experienced players only), and, if you
would like to learn to play, come to the court any Saturday or
Wednesday at 10:00 AM. Pétanque is easily learned if difficult to
master, and fun for everyone.

HANDS-ON LOBSTER FEED
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
JULY 5, 2014, 5:30-8:30 PM
Public: $125/person. Advance Sign-up Essential.
Come join your friends and neighbors at a celebratory lobster feed
created by Paddy Batchelder and sponsored by Surf Market!
Dinner will include one lobster with all the trimmings, plus two
glasses of wine per person (byo for additional wine). For dessert,
enjoy the premiere of Pazzo Marco’s new gelato flavor in honor of
The Sea Ranch 50th Birthday!
Contributions of $125 per person to The Sea Ranch
Foundation will help defray the cost of the October 18th
Architectural Forum and entitle donors to pre-registration for the
Forum. (Both events are expected to fill up fast!)
To sign-up for the Hands-On Lobster Feed, mail your check
for $125 per person to: Thom Matson, Treasurer, The Sea Ranch
Foundation, PO Box 376, The Sea Ranch, CA 95497. A portion
of your contribution to The Sea Ranch Foundation will be tax
deductible. Please include the names of the attendees, an e-mail
contact, and whether you would like to register for the Architectural
Forum as well.
EAT THE SEA RANCH
JULY 5, 2014
Public
The fantastic Gualala creamery, Pazzo Marco, famous for their
ultra-luscious gelatos and sorbettos made with fresh local milk and
the best ingredients, will introduce their creation of The Sea Ranch
50th Birthday flavor reflecting our environment, Huckleberry
Heaven, at the Hands-On Lobster Feed. Following this event, this
very special gelato will be sold at Surf Supermarket in Gualala.

TSR CLASSIC 1964-1965 FILM PROGRAM
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
JULY 9, 2014, 7:30-9:30 PM Private
Paris When It Sizzles, 1964
Directed by Richard Quine and starring Audrey Hepburn and
William Holden
NEIGHBORHOOD POTLUCKS
ALL ACROSS THE SEA RANCH – ALL ON THE SAME DAY
JULY 26, 2014 Private
Neighborhood potluck parties were held across The Sea Ranch,
organized by neighborhoods, or unit, or merged units, and held in
homes or outdoor settings at each organizer’s discretion. Some
may start as early as noon and some may end as late as sunset.
All home owners, lot owners, long-term renters, and house
guests are welcome to their unit’s party. See details in June and
July Bulletins.
Neighbors will meet – many for the first time – in the spirit of
exceptional friendship which distinguishes this community. We
shall break bread together at one conceptual table, unbroken for
our ten-mile length.
THE ULTIMATE SEA RANCH SELFIE POSTER
July 26-November 1, 2014 Private
Send your individual family members’ Selfies to be made into a
composite all-Sea-Rancher community portrait and printed as a
poster. One face in a Selfie is strongly suggested. Deadline for us
to receive your Selfie is November 1, 2014. Posters will be
available for sale in the New Year 2015. But our Sea Ranch selfportrait will not be complete without Selfies from those Sea
Ranchers who are not able to be here often. Share your Selfie!
Send Selfies to:
SeaRanchSelfies@TSRA.org

POSH SQUASH OPEN HOUSE
THE POSH SQUASH GARDEN
August 2, 2014, 10-12 noon
Parking at Sea Ranch Supply Parking Lot Private
Join with Posh Squash leaders on a tour of our beautiful organic
garden, followed by a week of opportunities for folks to participate
in the Posh Squash by joining one of the daily work parties (August
4-8) arranged through each Day Leader. Take this rare opportunity
to participate in the garden without a long-term commitment and
decide if you would like to join the Posh Squash for the 2015
season.
THE UNIQUE GEOLOGY OF THE SEA RANCH
A SEA RANCH FORUM
DEL MAR HALL, AUGUST 2, 2014, 3-5 PM Public
As part of its schedule of monthly Sea Ranch Forums, the Forum
Committee will present several presentations during the 50th
Birthday year which highlight different aspects of life at TSR,
ranging from its unique geology and natural history to its innovative
founding concepts and iconic architecture. This forum is part of
that series.
BEFORE THE SEA RANCH
DEL MAR HALL
AUGUST 3, 2014, 10-12 NOON Public
Reservations appreciated but not required: Sclark5@gmail.com
Sonoma County historian and long-time Sea Ranch leader, Susan
Clark, will lead a discussion of what The Sea Ranch was like before it
was built. Participants include these fascinating originals who will share
what living here meant:
•Reverdy Johnson, the attorney and early Sea Rancher, who
wrote our CC&R’s
•Emmett DeMoss, first marketing director at TSR for real estate
sales

•Pat Ashurst and Russ Ohlson, Ed Ohlson’s children who grew up
on their family ranch
•Al and Diana Edgerton, who bought property here in 1965 and
still own the house they built on that lot.
•Diane Boeke, who moved to TSR in the late 1960s
Thanks to The Sea Ranch Lodge for their generous support of
this event.
TSR CLASSIC 1964-1965 FILM PROGRAM
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
August 20, 2014, 7:30-9:30 PM Private
A Shot in the Dark, 1964
Directed by Blake Edwards and starring Peter Sellers and Elke
Sommers
BACKSTAGE TOUR AND OPEN HOUSE
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
AUGUST 23, 2014, 10-12 NOON Public
The Sea Ranch Thespians invite you to be their guest for a behind the
scenes tour of the set for their upcoming production and an open
house of their facilities at the Knipp-Stengel barn.

5th ANNUAL EQUESTRIAN CENTER OPEN HOUSE
THE SEA RANCH STABLES
AUGUST 31, 2014, 10-NOON Private
Meet the wonderful horses and their fine riders. Watch
demonstrations of riding skill by local equestrians. Children are
especially welcome—there will be carrots to feed the horses and
apple bobbing. Learn how to rope a “steer” and groom a horse. In
honor of the 50th Birthday, view the new exhibition of historic
photographs of the role of equestrians and their mounts in the
development of The Sea Ranch.
Thanks to The Sea Ranch Foundation for its generous
support of this event.

THE SEA RANCH “MAP YOUR MEMORIES
A VALENTINE TO THE SEA RANCH”
Maps available September 1, 2014, returned by December 12,
Displayed Valentine’s Weekend, 2015 Public
2014.
Ten miles long and one mile wide, The Sea Ranch is a mesmerizing
location for mapping your memories. TSR Archives Committee invites
you to join our “Map—Your—Memories Activity. It’s ideal for left
brainers and for right brainers, for full timers, second homers, renters,
guests, of the family holiday visitors. Maps from kids are especially
welcome! Use words, drawings, collage, whatever, to make a map that
is a picture of your Sea Ranch life. Perhaps you will elect a focus for
your map: your favorite place(s), a secret place, special trail, the best
view, romantic moments—or would like to share something more
general.
Maps can be picked from TSRA office, the Four Eyed Frog
Bookstore, members of the Archive Committee, or printed out from
TSRA website.
. ANNA

HALPRIN: A SCORE FOR BUILDING COMMUNITY
GATHERING SPOT: WEST SIDE OF OHLSON REC CENTER
SEPTEMBER 1, 2014
Starting time 9:00 AM to be completed by11:00 AM Private
Long-time Sea Rancher, Anna Halprin, a visionary in challenging the
conventions of modern dance, will design and lead a “Movement Score
for a Walk on the Beach.” This will be based on a project Anna’s
husband, Larry Halprin, and Charles Moore had devised to bring
concentrated attention to the environment during the early years of
developing The Sea Ranch.
Anna has received worldwide recognition and honors for her
outstanding contributions in choreography, teaching, and performance
art. She and her daughter, Daria Halprin, founded the International
Tamalpa Institute for Movement-Based Expressive Arts.
Participants will gather on the trail, outside the Ohlson pool fence
(west side) and join in a processional down the pathway and stairs to
Ohlson Beach. There they will explore the qualities of the site and work
with sand, driftwood, and rock to build images that connect with the
environment and celebrate their mutual presence in the place.

This will be a rare experience to be treasured – come share in
celebrating the spirit of The Sea Ranch. People of all ages are invited,
including children, however, please note that this is an active event
that includes walking a path of about 100 yards to 37 steps that lead
down to Ohlson Beach.
If you would like to attend, it would be most helpful to our planning
if you email event leader, Esther Munger, at emunger@mac.com or
phone (707) 494-2082/leave message, to let her know how many are
coming in your group.

OPEN HOUSE AT THE SEA RANCH ARCHIVES
ROOM #3, DEL MAR CENTER HOUSE
SEPTEMBER 6, 2014, 1-3 PM Private
Marvel at our rich history of photographs, documents, and artifacts
displayed and explained by members of the Archives Committee.
Inspect the new Archives Display Case in the Del Mar living room.
Coffee and cookies will be provided.
THE SEA RANCH 50TH MIXED DOUBLES TENNIS TOURNAMENT
Ohlson Recreation Center tennis courts
September 13, 2014, 9AM-Noon Private
Do you need a little razzle dazzle in your life? Then join us for a very
convivial morning of tennis. You don’t need a partner, it doesn’t matter
what level player you are, and you don’t need to be a member of The
Sea Ranch Tennis Club. Just bring a racket, play a little tennis and
have a lot of fun. Partners are assigned randomly and changed every
eight games, so you may even meet some new people.
To sign up email Mike Mee with names of the players at:
meemike@yahoo.com Sign-up closes on September 5th so be sure to
make your reservation in advance. All are welcome!

GUALALA ROTARY’S FIFTH ANNUAL
GALA SCHOLARSHIP FUNDRAISER
TASTE OF THE NORTH COAST
GUALALA ARTS CENTER, SATURDAY, SEPTMEBER 20, 2014,
5 PM Public: ticket required
Mendonoma is richer for the presence of The Sea Ranch. The
Gualala Rotary Club is proud to recognize and toast this milestone
of our friends and neighbors at our gala annual scholarship
fundraiser. Over $250,000 in college scholarships awarded to our
deserving Mendonoma high school graduates since 1987.
Gualala Rotary: 27 years of Service Above Self.
NORTH COAST MUSIC NIGHT
DEL MAR HALL SEPTEMBER 27, 2014, 7-9 PM Public
An evening of music that reflects the variety of the North Coast. We
need an appreciative audience willing to sing along. Musicians who
wish to be involved contact Jim Munger at jmunger1@mac.com.”
Come one and all! The public is welcome but seating is limited to
approximately 140 seats and there are no reservations, so arrive early.
Doors open at 6:30pm.

CELEBRATE OUR COAST ON THE SCREEN
DEL MAR HALL OCTOBER 5, 2014, 2-3:30 PM Public
Our local Stewardship Task Force for the California Coastal
National Monument invites you to sit back and enjoy images of our
coast and its wild visitors with a nature slide presentation.
TSR CLASSIC 1964-1965 FILM PROGRAM
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
OCTOBER 8, 2014, 7:30-9:30 PM Private
Dr. Strangelove, 1964
Directed by Stanley Kubrick and starring Peter Sellers and George
C. Scott

THE ONCE AND FUTURE SEA RANCH:
AN ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
OCTOBER 18, 2014, 10 AM-5 PM (lunch break 12:15-1:15 PM)
Public: Registration began July 1, 2014;
The Forum at the Knipp-Stengel Barn is currently full. For those
who haven’t signed up yet or are on the waiting list, the Forum will
be broadcast live to the Del Mar Hall. Please send an email to
ArchForum@tsra.org to sign up. Registration is required at the Del
Mar Hall because seating is limited. The live broadcast will also be
available online, link to be provided on TSRA website at a later date.

The 50th birthday year of The Sea Ranch in 2014-15 provides the
occasion for “The Once and Future Sea Ranch,” an all-day public
forum on Saturday, October 18, 2014 at the White Barn. At a time
when many of the original founders of TSR have passed on, this
gathering is designed to provide outside critique and internal
discussion, while generating renewed interest in this early
ecological community.
Moderator Jacquelynn Baas will open the program by
introducing one of our founding architects, Donlyn Lyndon, who will
provide an historical perspective. A panel of five eminent
architecture and landscape specialists from outside TSR will
assess the history and potential of The Sea Ranch concept: San
Francisco Bay Area architectural and urban historian Mitchell
Schwarzer; Architectural Record editor-in-chief Cathleen
McGuigan; Los Angeles Times architecture critic Christopher
Hawthorne; Linda Jewell, UC Berkeley Professor of Landscape
Architecture and Urban Design; and architect and planner Will
Bruder. The panelists will address the following questions:
•How well has TSR fulfilled the vision(s) of its founders?
•What are the greatest challenges and opportunities facing
TSR today?
•How might TSR Vision evolve to address these and future
challenges?

You will have the opportunity to participate in an open
discussion with our distinguished outside guests as well as with
members of TSR community, including TSRA Design Committee
and our Board of Directors.
Thanks to The Sea Ranch Foundation and The Sea Ranch
th
50 Birthday Committee for their generous support of this event.
FALL NATIVE PLANT WORKSHOP
NATIVE PLANT DEMONSTRATION GARDEN
OCTOBER 25, 2014, 10-12 NOON
Private
Learn from the experts on the Native Plant Committee what to
plant and where. Join in the workshop and discussion on the
importance of the decision 50 years ago to mandate the use of
native plants at TSR, how successful it is today, and what it means
moving forward.
SEA RANCH MYSTERIES: LITTLE KNOWN EVENTS & SITES
DEL MAR HALL, DECEMBER 6, 2014, 10-12 NOON
Public
A history presentation on little known events and sites around The
Sea Ranch to be given by Archives Committee Member Harry
Lindstrom who will tell more of the story of pre-Sea Ranch history,
centered on the Historic Markers.

TSR CLASSIC 1964-1965 FILM PROGRAM
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
JANUARY 28, 2015, 7:30-9:30 PM Private
Mirage, 1965.
Directed by Edward Dmytryk and starring Gregory Peck and
Walter Mathau

LIFE IN THE PRE-SEA RANCH COMMUNITIES OF
BLACK POINT, DEL MAR (SUNNYSIDE), AND THE RUSSIANS’
FIRST FARM
DEL MAR HALL, MARCH 7, 2015, 10 AM-12 Noon Public
A presentation on pre-Sea Ranch communities by Archives
Committee member Harry Lindstrom, covering Black Point, Del
Mar, and the first Russian farm, telling more of the story of pre-Sea
Ranch history, centered on the Historic Markers.
Following the talk take a brief escorted walk to several Del Mar
area sites to view places discussed in the talk. (Should weather
not cooperate, we will have photos and added information to
share.)
‘MAP YOUR MEMORIES
A VALENTINE TO THE SEA RANCH EXHIBITION”
DEL MAR HALL, VALENTINES WEEKEND, 2014
Display of personally created maps of The Sea Ranch sponsored
by the Archives Committee.
TSR CLASSIC 1964-1965 FILM PROGRAM
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
MARCH 25, 2015, 7:30-9:30 PM Private
Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow
Best Foreign Film Oscar winner in 1965.
Directed by Vittorio de Sica and starring Sophia Loren and
Marcello Mastroianni

THE SEA RANCH CHAPEL 30/50 CELEBRATION
The Sea Ranch Chapel, morning & afternoon, and Del Mar Hall
3-5 PM April 11, 2015, Public
The construction of the iconic Sea Ranch Chapel was completed in
1985 and the Chapel Foundation will host a daylong celebration of its
30th anniversary. The celebration will include morning and afternoon
tours of the chapel, and a forum from 3-5 PM at Del Mar Hall featuring
the chapel’s designer, James Hubbell, as well as others who
participated in its creation. The forum will be followed by a reception in
the Del Mar House.
Couples will also have the opportunity to renew their wedding
vows at the chapel, officiated in a group setting by Sea Ranch’s own
Carolyn André at a time to be determined.

SPRING NATIVE PLANT FAIR
NATIVE PLANT DEMONSTRATION GARDEN
APRIL 25, 2015, 10-12 Private
Celebrate spring and TSR landscape at the Native Plant Fair
where members of the Native Plant Committee, led by professional
designer and landscape contractor Scott Graf, will be here to
advise and inspire you with the perfect native plants for your
landscape. Everyone will be a winner, leaving with a native plant
for your Sea Ranch home.
THE HOME SHOW
EXHIBITION AT GUALALA ARTS CENTER

MAY 1-31, 2015 Public

Artists working in all media are invited to express what our shared
north coast home means to them, to our community. Details will be
forthcoming.
Thanks to The Sea Ranch 50th Birthday Committee for its
generous support of this event.

WILDFLOWER WALK
MAY 2, 2015, 10-12 NOON
LOCATION TO BE ANNOUNCED Private
Wild Iris, Beach Aster, Calypso orchids, Indian Paint Brush,
Trillium—The Sea Ranch is rich in native wildflowers. Wildflower
authority, Sea Rancher Mary Hunter, will lead this lovely stroll of
discovery sponsored by the Trails Committee.
WHO IS WALTER FRICK AND WHAT DOES
HE HAVE TO DO WITH THE HEDGEROWS,
SHEEP, AND THE SEA RANCH?
ONE-EYED JACK’S CABIN PARKING LOT
MAY 2, 2015, 1-3 PM Private
A history walk thru Monarch Glen and presentation on Walter
Frick’s influence on the development of ranching and farming in
this area to be given by Archives Committee Member Harry
Lindstrom who will tell more of the story of pre-Sea Ranch history,
centered on the Historic Markers.
SOROPTIMIST 31st ARCHITECTURAL TOUR,
WINE TASTING & AUCTION
MAY 9, 2015, TOUR: 10 AM-3 PM
WINE TASTING & AUCTION: 3 PM-6 PM
Public: Attendance by purchased ticket
In recognition of our 50th Birthday, the Soroptimist International of
Mendocino-Sonoma Coast will offer eight iconic and historic Sea
Ranch homes for their Architectural Tour. Architect Lisa Dundee,
Executive Director of The Sea Ranch Design, Compliance, and
Environmental Management Department, will advise them in their
selections. Conclude the tour at Gualala Arts for a tasting of fine
wines and a silent auction. Funds raised support community
projects.

TSR CLASSIC 1964-1965 FILM PROGRAM
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
MAY 20, 2015, 7:30-9:30 PM Private
Mary Poppins, 1964
Academy Award Best Picture of the Year
Directed by Robert Stevenson and starring Julie Andrews (Best
Actress Oscar) and Dick Van Dyke.
THE SEA RANCH VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND BBQ
ONE-EYED JACK’S
MAY 24, 2015, 12 NOON-3 PM Public
This picnic is an annual tradition, a time to meet neighbors, to
enjoy a home-style barbeque, and to raise money to support our
volunteer fire department, an institution vital to living here.
WORLD PREMIERE
BY THE KRONOS QUARTET
KNIPP-STENGEL BARN (WHITE BARN)
Two Performances
MAY 23, 2015, 7 PM & MAY 24, 2015, 7 PM
Public
There is no charge for this event which has been made possible by
donations from a number of generous Sea Ranchers. Advance
reservations are required. Instructions will be announced later.
From its beginnings in 1965, The Sea Ranch was a
revolutionary statement in architecture, in terms of its indigenous
landscape, and the requirements that it imposed upon the
buildings envisioned and constructed. After nearly 50 years, it can
be easy to forget how cutting edge the entire project was. Today
The Sea Ranch is still making waves. Who better to remind us that
we continue to be relevant and vital in this 21st century, than the

world’s most celebrated avant-garde musical group, the Kronos
Quartet?
Internationally noted composer, Aleksandra Vrebalov, is
composing an original piece for the group to perform that reflects
the understanding and interpretation of The Sea Ranch as
expressed by Vrebalov and David Harrington, founder and artistic
director of Kronos. In explanation they write,
“There are very few places in the whole world where an entire
community is dedicated to live, build, and interact with its
surroundings in harmonious and responsible ways.
Counterbalancing destructive tendencies of a century marked by
two world wars and catastrophic environmental accidents, The Sea
Ranch, soon celebrating its 50th birthday, is a unique, living,
materialized vision of a balanced and peaceful world. Kronos
Quartet and Aleksandra Vrebalov will celebrate the nature, people,
and architecture of this magical place by creating a piece with
original music, documented sounds, and visual samples of
different aspects of life and creativity in this rare landscape where
people and nature are intertwined in a healthy union. The Sea
Ranch idea on a global scale might be utopian, but through music
we will praise its beauty and affirm its urgent relevance in our
wounded world so much in need of healing.”
The world premiere performances will be in our White Barn.
This will be the grand finale of our year-long celebration of The
Sea Ranch’s 50th Birthday. The music will provide a new and
exciting perspective, written to represent the physical and human
beauty that surrounds us, bringing a new understanding to
heighten each individual’s relationship with The Sea Ranch. Most
profoundly, it promises to be music that will become an integral
part of our identity for as long as The Sea Ranch exists.
The composition and concerts are made possible by the
generosity of Sea Ranchers.

Tentative Event Still to be Confirmed and Scheduled
“OLD GROWTH”
AN ORIGINAL PLAY BY JEANETTA MILLER

A dramatic play composed by Sea Rancher Jeanetta Miller
based on the history and present challenges of living at The
Sea Ranch.
The Sea Ranch 50th Birthday Committee
Email us at: 50thBday@tsra.org
Check us out online at: www.tsra.org
and click on the 50th Birthday Icon
Sharon Albert
Jim Alinder
Mary Alinder, Chair
Carolyn André, Communications
Jackie Baas
Linda Balogh
Frank Bell, TSR Community Manager
Michele Chaboudy, TSR Board of Directors
Nancy & Walt Custer, Recording Consultants
Rob Diefenbach, Recording Consultant
John Forenti, Chair, Vision Committee
Linda Frye
Peter Jenny
Jim Jordan
Nancy Kyle
Hanne Liisberg
Lu Lyndon
Thom Matson, Vice-Chair
Patty Mattson
Jeanetta & Chuck Miller
Cecilia Moelter, TSR Board of Directors
Esther Munger

Ginny Rubin
Dibby Tyler

Richard Warmer
Bill Wong

The Sea Ranch Association Liaisons from
Administration & Management Services
Janice Bonora, Director
Maria Linker, Member Services Manager
Darrell Paige, Communications Specialist

THE SEA RANCH 50TH BIRTHDAY T-SHIRTS
THROUGHOUT THE BIRTHDAY YEAR
Public
Our beautiful full-color, two year calendar was a sell-out! We will
continue to have available our commemorative t-shirts in sapphire
blue and in black—long-sleeved and meant for our climate
throughout the birthday year. They are available for purchase at
The Sea Ranch Lodge store, at many 50th Birthday events, online
at TSR website, or simply use this order form to pick up one at The
Sea Ranch Association office. All profits are used to support 50th
Birthday events.

